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from the editor

CONTRIBUTORS

Most of us probably feel a little (or a lot) worn
down and discouraged sometimes. Be it our

frenetic pace of life or a period of misfortune, even those
of us who know Christ and believe in all that He is can feel
depleted.
Needtobreathe gets that. Despite their ascent to the
pinnacle of the music industry, they found themselves
in an empty, dry, confusing place. Only after a break did
they begin to see and feel more fully the reality of God’s
redemption.
Perhaps that is one of the things the Easter season is all
about—slowing down long enough to fully realize the life
that is in Christ.
So, pause, rest and remember; we who know God live
among the rivers He has created in the midst of a barren
land.

Caroline Lusk
Editor, CCM Digital

Andy Argyrakis
is a Chicago-based
entertainment writer/
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the Chicago Tribune, Illinois
Entertainer, Hear/Say Magazine,
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Matt Conner is a
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Andrew Greer is a
graduate of Belmont
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employee of Rocketown
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writer and musician in Nashville,
Tennessee.
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It’s Here!

The 35th Anniversary Print Edition of

This 164 Page Collector’s
Edition is Filled with:
• The History of your Favorite
Contemporary Christian Artists
• 100s of Amazing Photos
• The Story Behind the 10 Most
Recognized Christian Songs

ONLY
$20*!

• How the Industry Started and
What the Future Looks Like

*Order Direct and Save 20%!

Call 800-527-5226 Today!

tour spotlight
THIRD DAY, SKILLET, PETER FURLER
BAND, MANDISA, BRANDON HEATH
AND WE AS HUMAN

THIRD DAY and SKILLET CO-HEADLINE TOUR
CHICAGO THEATRE/ CHICAGO, IL
story and Photos by Andy Argyrakis

Fresh off the enormously successful The
Roadshow Tour, co-headliners Third Day and
Skillet made the encore rounds together
through 18 additional cities with more of their
immensely talented musical friends.
Korey Cooper of Skillet

John Cooper of Skillet

Headlining modern rockers Skillet electrified
the crowd with plenty of intense tunes off
2013’s Rise (including the militant “Sick Of It”
and the charging “Not Gonna Die”), alongside
several previous crossover singles such as
“Awake and Alive” and “The Last Night,”
which rapidly built up toward the aggressive
apex “Rebirthing,” enhanced all the more by
stirring string accompaniment.
CCMMagazine.com

tour spotlight
Third Day

Mac Powell of Third Day with Peter Furler

CCMMagazine.com

Southern rockers Third Day
continued exploring their
latest endeavor, Miracle,
drumming up some serious
dust with “Kicking and
Screaming” and more subtle,
unplugged poignancy on “I
Need a Miracle,” while also
dueting with Skillet’s Jen
Ledger on the ballad “Born
Again” and recalling the
worshipful “God of Wonders,”
all in immensely seasoned
form.
The supporting cast served
up plenty of energy and
inspiration with their
respective styles, ensuring
an entertaining evening for
ticket buyers of all types. Peter
Furler joined Third Day on the
joyous “I Am Free,” followed
by his high-octane solo
band’s set. Mandisa turned in
soulful praises; while Brandon
Heath expressed his singer/
songwriter side, and We As
Human delivered razor-sharp
alternative rock.

out & about Off the road or on, your favorite artists are a lot like you & me!
Compiled by
Andy Argyrakis

1

1 More than 30,000 people
packed Atlanta’s Georgia
Dome for NewSong’s Winter
Jam 2014 Dome Spectacular,
where Guinness World
Record-holding high-wire
artist Nik Wallenda
successfully walked a
tightrope across the Dome.
Pictured backstage (from left
to right) are NewSong’s Billy
Goodwin and Mark Clay; Nik
Wallenda; and NewSong’s
Jack Pumphrey, Matt Butler
and Rico Thomas.
2 Plumb meets Lindsay
Cochran, the new Muscular
Dystrophy Association
Goodwill Ambassador for the
state of Kansas, during a
Kansas City tour stop.

3 & 4 Stryper celebrates its 30th anniversary with a
sold-out show, which will be the subject of a future live CD/
DVD, at the legendary Whiskey a Go Go in Hollywood. Pictured
backstage (from left to right) are Oz Fox (guitar), longtime
Stryper publicist Brian Mayes, actress Sloane Avery (formerly
of The Rubyz), Michael Sweet (vocals/guitar), Tim Gaines (bass)
and Robert Sweet (drums).

2

3

4
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THE MONKS

TAKING HOME ON THE ROAD
By Caroline Lusk

As half of the former duo Monk & Neagle, Trent Monk
became known for his powerful vocal delivery and creative,
interesting, honest songwriting. Today, he is reintroducing
himself, along with his better half, his wife, Shellie. The Monks
released their debut album in March, cleverly titled We Are
the Monks. The husband and wife dropped by the CCM offices,
along with their baby boy, Oliver, to share how they manage
to balance life, love and ministry, and to share one of their
sweetest songs, inspired by their son.
CCM: It seems like you have really found a great groove for your
music and life. How did the husband/wife duo come about?
Trent: I started doing solo stuff the summer of 2010. At the
time, Shellie was doing merch; and I kept giving her more hats
a bit at a time. One night I was working on a song. I knew she
CCMMagazine.com
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artist spotlight

had rhythm, so I had her come in and play a beat. She was like
a metronome!
Shellie: That’s where it started. It was operation persuasion
on his part. I just learned a couple songs, which was fun. It
kind of grew from there.
CCM: Working together isn’t always the easiest thing to do for
many married couples. How has that dynamic played out with
you two?
Trent: The beginning of our relationship was apart from
music. We were able to spend so much time together. Now,
we’re able to collaborate on any level. That’s great. It wouldn’t
work otherwise.
CCM: As half of Monk & Neagle, you’re obviously accustomed to
sharing the stage. How has working with your wife differed from
your previous duo?
Trent: For me, it’s different in some ways. I’ve always worked
better as a team member. I just feel more at home. Then to
have the partner be my best friend, my wife…didn’t see that
coming! There was obvious talent in there. It’s been a process
of coaxing it out. To see it blossom into a full-fledged duo is
more fun than I ever thought it would be.
CCM: There are definitely some mommy/daddy, husband/wife
messages on the album. Was that intentional?
Trent: There’s definitely a theme of family on the record, and
some worship songs also came about really authentically.
Shellie: We love how the record turned out. First and
foremost, we hope listeners are fed, challenged and
encouraged by the lyrics. Ultimately, we hope people are
drawn closer to Jesus.
CCM: I’m so glad you brought baby Oliver along! How have you
managed his care with your life on the road?
Shellie: He tags along with us. He’s already been to 12
states! It’s a little more challenging, but we’re committed to
traveling as a family.
Traveling together, playing together, even crying together.
Watch this adorable video below of The Monks playing “These
Arms” live, with a little input from Baby Oliver.
CCMMagazine.com
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NEEDTOBREATHE EMERGES FROM
THE WASTELAND TO THE PROMISED LAND
By Caroline Lusk
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Photo: Eric Ryan Anderson

See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not
perceive it? I am making a way
in the wilderness and streams in
the wasteland. Isaiah 43:19
All of us, from the wealthy
to the poor, the lofty to the
meek, will inevitably encounter
a wilderness season at some
point. Whether alone or with a
friend, a spouse, a Savior, our
paths in life will not bypass
the wasteland.
Needtobreathe knows this
well. Despite marked success
in the Christian and secular
music marketplace, a tour
with Taylor Swift, appearances
on Conan and countless
accolades our world deems
important, the last few years
have been more of a desert
than an oasis.
All of this comes to the fore
on their latest album, Rivers in
the Wasteland (Word).
Bo Rinehart shared with
CCM just what that wasteland
has looked like and how it
spurred, quite possibly, their
most compelling music to
date.
CCMMagazine.com

God was painting during the whole record
cycle eventually helped us realize our own
value in God’s eyes. We were coming to grips
with who we were and what we stood for. We
began to find our identity in Christ instead of
within what we do.

A REPRIEVE

WASTELAND WANDERERS

We’ve been going at this for a long time now.
We’re a band who’s always prided ourselves
in hitting the road, chasing down every
lead and opportunity that came along. The
season in which this record was made was
no different. We did 200-plus shows in the
last year, but it was taking its toll on us. This
record was probably the hardest one we’ve
ever made. When we started, we were in a
pretty dry place, and we knew the record
was going to be about the wasteland.
There was a lot of stuff going on, and life
was coming at us pretty fast. We started
to lose sight of what we were doing. We
had lost a little bit of inspiration and were
holding on pretty tightly to our identity as
Needtobreathe. Sometimes God uses drastic
events to teach us. We had a watershed
moment, took some time off and really
pondered what were doing and how to get
our priorities straight.
We didn’t know that God was already
doing something new, but the record
eventually became a storyline of the process.
In Isaiah, God says He is making a new thing,
putting rivers in the wasteland. The picture

After the last record, we took some muchneeded time off. We needed to push away
even though we felt there were so many
opportunities we could keep on chasing. You
can feel like if you don’t do something, you’ll
miss the opportunity. That then leads you to
thinking that it’s your own hard work that’s
going to make the difference.
Things got tense, and we got to a place
where we weren’t even communicating. After
a lot of prayer, surrender ultimately became
the catalyst of becoming free. I’m such a
tiny part of the whole process; I needed to
see and experience what God can do with or
without me. If Needtobreathe was supposed
to go on, we were on board. Once we could
see our value in Christ and in His plan and His
will, we came into one accord.
Now, we’re looking at it a lot differently.
We don’t feel like we have to take every
opportunity. God will open doors that we will
need to go through. Even when we had lost
sight, I think God was already arranging the
lyrics and songs and His plan. We’ve come to
a new understanding that, ultimately, it’s not
about us.

PERFECT IMPERFECTIONS

Sonically, there’s a little flavor of the things
we attempted on all of the previous records,
which was the original intent. We didn’t
want to rely on studio tricks; so when we got
there, the majority of the record was a live
take. Some are just first or second takes. We
wanted to have a vulnerability and rawness.
… We sound better live than on our records,
but trying to achieve that is a difficult thing.

CCMMagazine.com

Part of that is the vulnerability—these
details we feel like we have to fix or correct.
In the shows, any moment there could be
something a bit off. It’s hard in the studio to
live with one take that may not be the best or
perfect take; but as we were going back, we
depended on the band and the music and let
some things slide.

this process has taught us that. It brings a
certain joy and takes some of the stress off
of us. Because of that, I’m seeing eye-to-eye
with my brother and am encouraged and feel
blessed to be a part of something rather than
feeling totally responsible for it. There’s a
newness to the band. We feel refreshed. The
sky’s the limit.

LIMITLESS

I love it—there’s a complete freedom in just
relying on God instead of ourselves. I feel like

visit needtobreathe.com for more info.

“I’m...encouraged and
feel blessed to be a part
of something rather
than feeling totally
responsible for it.”
—Bo Rinehart

CCMMagazine.com

By Caroline Lusk
Going for broke…
Now or never…
All or nothing…
It’s one thing to throw a cliché around.
It’s another to see it through. MIKESCHAIR
falls into the camp of the latter. Their latest
record, All or Nothing, is a call to action
for every Christian who is comfortable in
complacency and satisfied with lukewarm
faith. As their third studio project, the album
showcases a band that is confident, yet
humble, and fulfilled, yet hungry.
“We’ve been doing this almost ten years
now, which is crazy,” says frontman Mike
Grayson, shaking his head at how quickly
time has passed. “I feel like this is a season of

challenging our fans to really take that step
with us and say ‘Hey! This is it! I’ve made a
choice, and I want to see it through.’”
And see it through, they most certainly do.
CCM caught up with Mike to learn more about
their latest offering and how a new season
of marriage and family is shaping their music
and ministry.
CCM: All or Nothing doesn’t leave much
room for discrepancy. What’s behind such a
bold statement? What makes this record so
special?
Mike: We are so excited about the new
record, All or Nothing. It released on April 1,
but it’s not an April Fool’s joke! This record
was very different from our last. On that
one, we wrote a bunch of songs and after the
fact realized the theme. On this one, “All or

CCMMagazine.com

Nothing” was the first song I wrote, and it
really established the tone of the album. The
song is all about the fact that I feel a calling
in this season to encourage our generation
that now is the time to be all in. We all hear
verses about being lukewarm. This album
takes a semi-militant approach. It’s probably
the most honest thing I’ve ever written. If you
know what you believe, people will respect
it. That’s how I feel now. I want people to
know what they believe and why they believe
it. There are so many other things grabbing
for our attention that can consume us. I
wondered it this was
too bold of a statement
and if it would turn
people off, but this is
what we’re called to as
believers. The songs
that I write aren’t just
for other people; they
are songs that I need.
CCM: You’ve always
been transparent
about your testimony
and childhood. Do
you think that your
history played a part in
creating this need for
an all-or-nothing kind of life?
Mike: I dealt with addiction growing up. For
so many years, I believed the lie that if you
bring up and talk about the dark spots in
your life, people will walk away from you.
But as I’ve talked about my testimony and
my family, people have been drawn to what
is real.
For generations my family has been
no stranger to addiction. It’s always been
alcohol. I was eleven or twelve years old, and
my entire life was affected by it. What I’ve
realized is that it doesn’t matter if it’s your
mom, dad, brother, sister—when it comes to
addiction, everyone is affected. I remember
the moment when I had to choose a road.

There was one that led to life and healing
and one that ultimately led to death. I’m so
blessed. There is power in the name of Jesus
to break every chain. … I get to say with full
confidence that God is faithful. As of this
year, we get to celebrate twenty years of
sobriety and recovery. The road of recovery
is long and hard, but it’s exciting to be on
the other side of it, seeing God be incredibly
faithful in ways I never imagined. I love to
communicate and be in front of people
and look into their lives. I used to feel I was
preaching to the choir a bit, but but there are
so many people in the
church so many people
in the church who are
struggling with the
foundational concepts
of living under Jesus
and in His grace and
mercy.
CCM: Wow. Twenty
years is an amazing
milestone. To think
that the band has
been around for half
of that is also pretty
incredible. How do you
think these last ten
years have shaped your relationships within
the band?
Mike: It’s interesting. We started ten years
ago at Belmont University with seven people.
We were almost the same makeup as Casting
Crowns. But then some people started
families and got off the road; so the lineup
has changed from the original group, but the
vision hasn’t. The band is bigger than the
individuals who make it up. God has brought
the right people in and, as a band, we’ve
never been stronger or more unified. I think
things have changed, but change is good. To
be where we are now, releasing a new record,
has brought the band closer.

CCMMagazine.com

CCM: Given your crazy schedule, how have
you managed to maintain a community of
faith within and beyond the band? What have
you learned along the way?
Mike: The majority of the guys are married;
and we’re gone on weekends all of the time,
which is a bummer, but we started doing a
small group together with our wives. Our
first book was Crazy Love, by Francis Chan. It
talks about prayer and how we approach the
Lord. I approach the Lord a lot complaining,
questioning, basically approaching Him like
a two-year-old. But we have a life we don’t
deserve. All we can really do is say, “Thank
you.” I’m here, but I don’t deserve to be. So I
should start with a “Thank you.”

CCM: Speaking of love, you’re a newlywed!
CCM chatted with your wife, Molly (of City
Harbor), recently. She had all good things to
say about the first year of marriage. Has it
been difficult since both of you are so busy?
Mike: This job has gotten harder since getting
married. We’re just now entering a phase
where she’s touring while I’m touring. But it’s
just kind of what we do. It’s been awesome.
We were friends for ten years before we got
married. It’s been the best year ever.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO FOLLOW
MIKESCHAIR OUT ON TOUR, ALONG WITH
AARON SHUST, JONNY DIAZ AND LAUREN DAIGLE,
VISIT MIKESCHAIR.COM.
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JONNY DIAZ

FLYING HIGH
By Caroline Lusk

Jonny Diaz captured the hearts of girls of
every age with his monumental debut hit,
“More Beautiful You.” Today, he’s replicating
that emotive, captivating essence on a new
record, Let It Fly. After six years of marriage,
a label change and other life transitions, he
brings a new maturity to this project. CCM
recently caught up with Jonny on his life, his
love and, of course, his new music.
CCM: When you parted ways with your label,
Fairtrade, did you feel a bit lost?
Jonny: I would be lying if I said it didn’t hurt
my feelings. From a business perspective, it
made sense; but it still makes you say,
“Am I good at this? Is my music worth
people’s money?”
At the same time I couldn’t deny the
opportunities God was giving me. Here I
was getting on a stage with spotlights and
a microphone. Who cares whether I feel
inadequate? God was providing a platform.

CCM: You’re now on a new label. How has the
transition to Centricity Records been?
Jonny: That’s a pretty big deal. When
Fairtrade decided not to do another CD with
me, I put out five songs on my own on an EP
called Starts With Love. Centricity liked those
songs enough that they wanted to have them
be part of the full-length record, Let It Fly.
When you do it on your own, you get to make
all the decisions. I was honored they liked my
decisions.
CCM: Where did the concept of the new album
originate?
Jonny: Let It Fly didn’t necessarily come from
a theme or anything. It found its way into
the lyrics and into my life. I am completely
inadequate at this, and that’s OK. I was the
guy playing “More Beautiful You” every night,
but I’m sitting there thinking, I wish I was a
better singer. I wish I had written that song…
I started really feeling inadequate.
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When I started digging into Scripture, I
saw that that’s OK. David and Goliath, Mary,
Moses—God uses people who are completely
inadequate. There’s a song on the record
called, “Use Me Too,” that’s referring to the
stone in the sling. David said a prayer, looked
to the sky and let it fly.
CCM: Given the incredible success of “More
Beautiful You,” were you under pressure—
self-imposed or otherwise—to replicate that
performance?
Jonny: I was totally naïve when
I put it out, so naïve to think it
was that simple. The next few
singles I did didn’t have nearly
that response. I felt like I wasn’t
doing what I should have been
doing. But I’m just thankful God
gave me one song like “More
Beautiful You.” Rather than be
bitter, I’m trying to thank God
for what He gave me.
CCM: The production process on this album
was pretty different than your previous
work. What was that experience like?
Jonny: I worked with two new producers. I did
four songs with Matt Bronleewe and three
songs with Jeff Pardo. They totally shape
the record. It’s very raw and organic. The
recordings are less than perfect, but I think
that’s part of the charm. We used a lot of
fun stuff—some weird percussion and other
things. To me, that’s the beauty of the studio.
You have the time to try things.

Jonny: Yes! It was a song
originally intended for a country
artist to cut. It’s lighthearted
and quirky, but sweet. There are
so many confusing things about
marriage, as this lyric suggests:
We’ve got towels she won’t let
anyone get wet…
CCM: My husband is with you on that one!
From the pristine towels to the dishes you’re
not allowed to use, you hit the nail on the
head! What do you hope the next few years
of your career and life will look like?
Jonny: In a few years I hope to still be doing
what I’m doing now—writing songs and
recording. I’d like to start writing songs for
other artists. For this year, I’m going on tour
with Aaron Shust, MIKESCHAIR and Lauren
Daigle. There are about 25 dates, so I’m
excited to share the new music.

CCM: Much like “More Beautiful You,” you’ve
managed to create lyrics on this record that
are fun, but that say something anyone—
especially anyone who’s married—can relate
to. That probably shines the most on “Thank
God I Got Her.” I’m assuming that’s about
your wife?
CCMMagazine.com

For more information,
visit Jonnydiaz.com

KYE KYE

TAKING THE TIME
TO FANTASIZE
By Mat t Conner

T

he sonic mix of Kye
Kye has elevated
their platform
rather quickly. The band’s
penchant for enchanting
melodies is impossible
to resist and conjures
comparisons to other synthpop greats like M83 or even
pop superstars like Coldplay.
They’re a muted mix of that
and a lot more, but there’s
no denying the appeal of the
Washington-based quartet.
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After an early tour with
Gungor this winter, the band
will spend the rest of the
year supporting their album,
Fantasize. The sophomore
release was produced by
Chat Howat of Paper Route
fame, which follows their
previous work with Future of
Forestry’s Eric Owyoung on
their debut, Young Love. From
their impressive company to
the music, Kye Kye is a band
that merits attention.
CCM: How was it working
with Chad Howat?
Olga Yagolnikov: Our
first record, Young Love, was
really inspired by their first
record, Absence. We’ve never
worked with a producer. That
whole world was alien to us,
so we were just really happy

to be able to work with Chad.
He’s a great dude, and we
all got along really well. But
other than that, he had great
ideas and was confident in
what he’s doing. There are
days when you butt heads
when he’d say, “I think it
should go in this direction,”
and we would want the other
direction, but that’s a helpful
thing for the music.
CCM: For fans familiar with
Young Love, what’s different
with the new album?
Olga: This record is really
exciting. It never felt rushed
until we went into the
studio. We wrote all of the
songs beforehand, which
was an awesome experience.
It was totally different
from Young Love. The whole
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record is about taking your
time, and that’s how the
record-making process was.
We took our time writing
the songs. Each song was a
personal experience going
through our minds, and
that’s why the record is
called Fantasize.
CCM: What’s next for the
band?
Olga: We’re hoping to just
keep pushing forward, playing a lot of shows. I think
we’ve got that great team
behind us who will help us
keep pushing. So really that’s
the goal is just to keep going
forward as much as we can
behind this new album.
Visit KyeKyeMusic.com for
more information.

Micah Peacock
Casting Shadows
By Mat t Conner
CCMMagazine.com

hen Micah Peacock isn’t
busy leading worship
at The Well, a faith
community in Plano, Texas,
he’s bringing his inspirational
gifts to churches around the
country. After a few EPs, Micah
is currently bringing his first LP,
Shadow to Sunlight, to life with
producer Michael Omartian.
With a keen eye for substance
and life for his own generation,
we recently asked Micah about
the themes that are resonating
with him these days.

W

CCM: You’ve done a few EPs
already. What themes are
brewing for you on the
new album?
Micah: It’s really interesting
to look back over a collection
of songs you’ve written and
discover some recurring
themes. You can learn a lot
about yourself or what you’re
walking through, I think.
The primary message that
really seems to be ingrained
throughout this album is that
our generation has been, in
my belief, pretty strongly
conditioned by the culture to
see the everyday parts of our
lives—and maybe even entire
seasons of our lives—as a mere
fraction of what they were
intended to be.
We’re really longing for
richness and substance
within our relationships, our
jobs, our faith; but we’re not
experiencing that. Instead,
we’ve been taught to see
those things as chores to be
maintained or things by which
CCMMagazine.com

to be entertained. We’ve been
so distracted and tempted
by “what could be” that we’re
missing out on “what is.” So
the album is a calling-out, of
sorts, to view these day-in and
day-out things that often feel
so shallow through a lens that’s
in tune with the reality that the
Kingdom is at hand, and we are
created to notice it and take
part in it.
CCM: Where does the title
Shadow to Sunlight come into
play then?
Micah: When light hits an
object, a shadow is cast. You
can’t have one without the
other. But if you just fix your
eyes on the shadow, what you’re
looking at is a vague, twodimensional representation
that lacks the depth and beauty
of the object itself. The title is
an analogy that tries to capture
the notion that many of us live
a large portion of our lives in
these “shadows.”
It’s the concept of being
hidden in plain sight. The
richness is there. The beauty
is there. We just don’t know
where to look. We think it’s in
the future or that it belongs to
someone else. I know I’ve felt
that tension in my own life.
So, hopefully these songs can
express that longing and offer
some encouragement as to how
we can “step out of the shadows
and into the sunlight.”
For more information,
visit micahpeacock.com.

THROUGH THE FIRE
FROM ADDICTION TO ILLNESS,
CASEY HENSLEY HAS FOUND
GOD’S GRACE AND SUSTENANCE

Worship pastor and singer/
songwriter Casey Hensley
has one of those stories that
leaves no room to question the
sovereignty, grace and mercy
of God. Like many, he was
enslaved by addictions of this
world for many years. Below,
in his own words, he shares the
shocking chain of events that
led to his sobriety and how his
wife’s current struggle with
MS has challenged and refined
his faith.
’ve always had a
passion for art. Both
as a musician and as
a visual artist, I love to
create—to bring something
to life from nothing.
Sometimes in the midst of
the creative process, I stop to
observe what I’ve done, and
it doesn’t look like much. The
unfinished work can be
discouraging; but art, like
life, is a masterpiece in
progress.
I grew up in the Virgin
Islands. My dad was a music
minister, and I knew the
gospel at an early age. My
upbringing was rooted in
truth, and my parents taught

I

me to fully understand the
consequences of my actions.
Even still, I veered off course,
indulging in underage
drinking, smoking and other
things I knew I shouldn’t
do. In the islands, these
things simply weren’t taboo.
There was a clear distinction
between what I had been
taught at home and what the
culture said was OK.
By the time I came to the
States to attend college,
those small indiscretions had
turned into major addictions,
and my self-centered desires
controlled me. I was playing
music anywhere I could—
clubs, bars or even on the
sidewalk—just to make a
couple extra bucks. It was
during this season I got a
phone call that changed my
life. My cousin had died of a
drug overdose. I was stunned.
He wasn’t just my cousin. He
was a best friend to me. I
carried the grief and shock of
his death like the weight of
the world on my shoulders,
another burden added to the
mix of all I was going through.
But like a sketch, the
random, messy lines were
CCMMagazine.com

about to form a clear image.
In the wake of my cousin’s
passing, the Lord opened
my eyes to who I was—the
broken path I was treading. I
thought about the truths I’d
been taught from childhood
and sought out friends He
graciously placed along the
way to disciple me in the
Word. I realized everything I
was doing was self-centered,
including my music. The
lyrics I wrote were to glorify
me; the venues and crowds I
sought were about making a
name for myself.
I had a King who loved
me enough to send His Son
for me, yet I kept saying
no to everything He asked.
I finally surrendered to
His will, embracing this
Creator who made me in
His image and promised to
continue His work in me.
Understanding I was meant
to be creative in a way that
glorifies the Father, my life,
my art and my music began
to change.
In the process of this
spiritual refinement, I met
my future wife, Stephanie.
She has multiple sclerosis;
and as we began to discuss
our life together, the
questions raced through my
head. Why would this happen
to her? What’s the purpose,
God? The reality of her
illness rocked me to the core
once again, but this time I
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trusted that His sketches—
no matter how messy they
seemed—would become the
work of art He promised.
As Stephanie and I have
walked together in marriage
and now parenthood, she
uses her disease to tell
others of this Lord whom
she loves and serves on a
daily basis. Here she is—on
what others may see as a
broken canvas—reflecting a
Master Craftsman who knew
exactly what He was doing.
My recording, Pieces of
Art, is a proclamation. I want
others to know God brings
beauty out of adversity. In
fact, the masterpiece has
been there all the time; we
just don’t always see His
hand drawing the perfect
picture. In spite of my own
failures and questions, life’s
ups and downs, and the
circumstances that still leave
us shaking our heads, He is
in control. That Truth fuels
my passion for art, inspiring
me to create something
from nothing, to give thanks
for His glory.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT CASeYHENSLEY.NET.

Devotion

JOY
FOR THE
JOURNEY

TWO EXCERPTS FROM THE
NEW 365-DAY DEVOTIONAL
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RANSOMED BY JESUS
Can you think of someone in your life who
has joy? I met someone recently whose body
radiated joy. If someone had not told me, I
never would have known she had three terminal diseases. Her life wasn’t pain-free, but
she had complete joy. Our first conversation
explained why. She was in love with Jesus.
My friend had been ransomed! She realized
exactly what Jesus had done for her and knew
there would come a time when sorrow and
sighing would flee away. In Luke 2:10, the
angel says, “I bring you good tidings of great
joy.” What was this joy? It was Jesus! You, too,
have been ransomed by Jesus—the only One
who could possibly save you. –Denise Jones

These aren’t the only fresh starts you’ll
experience in life, however. God offers you a
“beginning-again” ceremony every time you
need a second chance. Whenever you blow
it, make a poor choice, or even all-out rebel,
God says, “Let’s begin again.” You don’t have
to go to a job interview or sign a new lease. All
God asks is that you come to Him in honest
repentance and ask His forgiveness. From
that moment, the past truly is history. All is
forgiven, and your fresh start is ready
to commence.

“Fear not, for I have redeemed you; I have
called you by your name; You are Mine. When
you pass through the waters, I will be with you;
And through the rivers, they shall not overflow
you. When you walk through the fire, you shall
not be burned, Nor shall the flame scorch you.
For I am the Lord your God, The Holy One of
Israel, your Savior.” -Isaiah 43:1–3

If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just
to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all
unrighteousness. -1 John 1:9

You were not redeemed with corruptible
things, like silver or gold, from your aimless
conduct received by tradition from your fathers,
but with the precious blood of Christ, as of a
lamb without blemish and without spot. -1 Peter
1:18–19
The ransomed of the Lord shall return, And
come to Zion with singing, With everlasting
joy on their heads. They shall obtain joy and
gladness; Sorrow and sighing shall flee away.
-Isaiah 51:11
NEW BEGINNINGS
Many situations in life—graduation, starting a
new job, moving out on your own—are brandnew beginnings, a fresh start, a chance to try
again or to try something completely new.

“I, even I, am He who blots out your
transgressions for My own sake; And I will not
remember your sins.” -Isaiah 43:25

For as the heavens are high above the earth,
So great is His mercy toward those who
fear Him;
As far as the east is from the west,
So far has He removed our transgressions 		
from us.
-Psalm 103:11–12
Learn more Here
© 2014 by Thomas Nelson
Every woman could use daily inspiration, and this
beautifully packaged devotional offers enough for an
entire year—twice a day! Each morning offers a devotional
thought from bestselling women authors such as Sheila
Walsh, Beth Moore, and Lysa Terkuerst, and the evening
follows with applicable Scriptures to complete the day.
Deluxe leathersoft packaging and encouraging content
make this book a great gift for women any time of year.
This collection of devotions and Scriptures addresses
relatable topics that women encounter every day such as:
changing your focus, paring down your schedule, choosing
a positive attitude, serving others graciously, and finding
joy in God’s love.
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industry insider

musicians corner

GETTING STARTED
PART 2 OF 3

In Case You missed it:
Getting Started: Part 1 of 3

By Keith Mohr

I’ve worked with thousands of independent
Christian artists over the years, and
frequently run into the same questions over
and over again. Some artists are throwing
darts at an unknown target in a dark room.
Others think they have all the answers and
end up making poor decisions based on
incomplete information.
My philosophy is, the more you know,
the more you’ll grow. This is the second in a
three-part series of responses to some of the
most frequently asked questions. Open your
mind, pray over the advice you find here and
be blessed on your journey.
Question #2: I’ve been warned of the
danger of pride in pursuit of a Christian
music career. How is my personal
motivation a help or hindrance? What’s the
best way to keep it in check?
Going through the motions doesn’t please
you, a flawless performance is nothing to you.
I learned God-worship when my pride was
shattered. Heart-shattered lives ready for love,
don’t for a moment escape God’s notice. –
Psalms 51:16-17, The Message
You need to be intentional with what
you are doing. You cannot expect to invest
capfuls of work and thimblefuls of faith and
expect God to overflow you with blessings
of success. It simply does not happen that
way. Keep your expectations in line with
your investment. It is a slow burn. You do not
become muscle-bound in one day by lifting
weights. Building a substantive career is not
like a light switch. Consider it more like a
dimmer switch—a liquid state. Your music
career should be a fluid endeavor, constantly
striving for improvement, 24/7/365.

That can be hard for lots of people. Many—
myself included—tend to be impatient. I want
to see my investments pay off immediately.
And by investment, I don’t just mean finances.
Your time, your relationships, and even your
prayer are investments you can pour into your
mission. But when you do so, bare in mind
that God is not a vending machine, dispensing
rewards at your every whim. That sort of
expectation is symptomatic of an entitlement
attitude, which is not conducive to humility,
surrender or patience.
One of the best ways to keep your
expectation in check is to understand your
personal motivation. Are you seeking music
as a career for fame, or for the edification
of the church? Are you looking for financial
reward, or to see the name of God glorified?
It’s imperative that you understand
your own motivation and maintain a pure
purpose. Otherwise, you run the risk of being
hypocritical, as well as self-indulgent. Soon
enough, your “Christian music career” may
have very little, if anything, to do with Christ.
Be diligent in the pursuit of pure motives.
Make service to others the heart of your
mission; do it with passion and excellence
and people will be drawn to you. Trust God
for His provision. Remember, PROficient
VISION equals PROVISION.
Keith Mohr is founder/president of Indieheaven.com,
an organization for independent Christian musicians,
songwriters and artists.
Follow Keith on twitter.com/indieheaven, facebook.
com/keithmohr, facebook.com/indieheaven.
For More information, visit indieheaven.com.
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Reviews
AC

Francesca
Battistelli
If We’re Honest
(Word Entertainment)
FOR FANS OF: Meredith
Andrews, Nichole
Nordeman, Natalie
Grant
QQQQ
Powerhouse singer/
songwriter Francesca
Battistelli just keeps
getting better. This
more upbeat record
is her most unique
work to date, with
a beautifully varied
backdrop of ballads
(“Find Rest”) and
anthems (“Unique”).
With a more mature
style and a more
soulful vocal, it
appears the multitalented Battistelli
has only dug further
for this beautiful
project. The result is
perfection.
–Grace S. Aspinwall
WE LIKE:
“If We’re Honest”

Worship

Peter Furler Band
Sun and Shield
(New Day Christian)
FOR FANS OF:
Newsboys, Audio
Adrenaline, Steve Taylor
QQQQ
He may no longer
technically be a
Newsboy, but the
longtime leader’s
witty songwriting and
high-energy pop/rock
resurface on this firstever Peter Furler Band
project. Supported
by bassist Dave
Ghazarian (Superchick,
Audio Adrenaline) and
drummer Jeff Irizarry,
plus production and
co-writing from Steve
Taylor, the Aussie
veteran translates his
previous act’s glory
days to present tense.
–Andy Argyrakis
WE LIKE:
“Sun and Shield”

Gaither
Vocal Band
Hymns
(Spring House/EMI)
FOR FANS OF: Bill
Gaither, The Cathedrals
QQQ
Longtime fans of the
Gaither Vocal Band
will love hearing
renditions of several
classic hymns sung by
an all-star vocal cast
of Michael English, Bill
Gaither, Wes Hampton,
Mark Lowry and David
Phelps. GVB’s latest
release, Hymns, brings
their dynamic range
and harmonies to
familiar staples such
as “The Old Rugged
Cross” and “Amazing
Grace.”
–Matt Conner
WE LIKE: “The Old
Rugged Cross”
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Various Artists
Endless: Songs of
Eternity
(Forerunner Music)
FOR FANS OF: Hillsong
United, Elevation
Worship, The City
Harmonic
QQQ
Forerunner Music
(a ministry of the
International House
of Prayer) features 12
songs and the same
number of artists
(from their more
than 150 albums) on
this first volume of a
projected “themed”
anthology series.
Concentrating on “the
second coming of
Jesus, the millennial
kingdom and eternity,”
these songs offer a
good mix of anthemic
rock styles, passion
and Scripture-laced
lyrics but might be too
wordy and emotionally
staged for your regular
Sunday-morning
rotation.
–Bert Saraco
WE LIKE:
“New Jerusalem”

Rock

Needtobreathe
Rivers in the
Wasteland (Atlantic)
FOR FANS OF:
Green River Ordinance,
Kings of Leon
QQQQ
Ever since Daylight
debuted in 2006,
Needtobreathe’s
top-shelf melodies
have grabbed and
never let go. Stadium
tours and awards have
followed, and the
band’s momentum
doesn’t slow on their
spirited new album,
Rivers in the Wasteland.
Needtobreathe’s
signature Southern
rock stomps circles
‘round Bear Rinehart’s
distinct vocal for
another 11-song feast
that just might be
their best yet.
–Matt Conner
WE LIKE: “State I’m In”

Indie

Owen Thomas
Languages {Or: Get
Dark & Find Yourself.}
(Absorb)
FOR FANS OF: The Elms,
The White Stripes, The
Black Keys
QQQQ
The Elms former front
man, Owen Thomas,
may be flying under
the radar these days;
but there are still
several reasons to
track down his solo
debut. In addition to
heartfelt, soul-baring
songwriting, his knack
for crafting killer
hooks remains; and
while the rollicking
sounds are a bit
sparser than his band’s
major-label days, longtime fans will have no
trouble connecting
the dots.
–Andy Argyrakis
WE LIKE: “What You
Don’t Got Is Good.”

John Mark
McMillan
Borderland
(Lionhawk Records)
FOR FANS OF: Gungor,
Coldplay, Neil Young
QQQ
An intriguing
compilation of songs,
Borderland simmers
with sincerity. The
title track beautifully
discusses the “inbetweens” of life, and
does so with lyrical
complexity, while
McMillan also shines
lyrically on “Counting
On.” There are hints
of Coldplay musicality
in spots; and the only
downfall is that the
musical styling is a
bit narrow, leaving
the door wide open
for future musical
experimentation
and growth.
–Andy Argyrakis
WE LIKE:
“Counting On”
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Bethany Bordeaux
Songs from Along the
Way: A Live Recording
(Independent)
FOR FANS OF: Folkinstrumental music
QQQQ
Having accompanied
Christian music
mainstays such as
Point of Grace and
Andrew Peterson,
Nashville violinist
Bethany Bordeaux
takes center stage
on her debut LP—a
collection of hymns,
Irish tunes and
modern instrumentals.
Recorded live in one
take, Bordeaux’s
technical aptitude
is apparent. But it is
the spiritual heart
sensitively spoken by
her acoustic bends
and bows that make
this recording perfect
for both a devotional
backdrop or fellowship
prelude. Songs is a
stylish Americana
anthology.
–Andrew Greer
WE LIKE: “The Holly
and the Ivy”

Urban

The Winans
Family Tree
(Entertainment One)
FOR FANS OF:
Commissioned, BeBe &
CeCe, Fred Hammond
QQQ
With the legendary
gospel group’s
greatest singles
bulking up fiftypercent of this
previously released
playlist, the other
half is comprised of
family member rarities
(Mom Winans, “Tis So
Sweet”) and megahits (BeBe & CeCe,
“Addictive Love”).
Though nothing
remotely new, the
smooth sounds of
urban gospel’s first
family back-to-back
is enough persuasion
to drop the dollars.
In short: a myriad of
Winans goodness on
one disc.
–Andrew Greer
WE LIKE: “This Train”
(Pop Winans)

Crossover

Norman Hutchins
Hosanna
(IR Music Group)
FOR FANS OF: Hezekiah
Walker, Richard
Smallwood, Charles
Jenkins
QQQ
An ordained minister,
Hutchins takes the
message of his music
seriously. Backed by
a high-powered choir
and an enterprising
band, the Grammynominated writer,
producer and worship
leader treats his
platform as a pulpit
and his audience as
the congregation,
fervently sharing
the gospel with a
revival-inducing
gutteral growl on his
latest live recording.
More traditional in
approach, Hutchins
relevantly reminds
gospel musicians to
worship, not simply
perform.
–Andrew Greer
WE LIKE: “We Will Wait”

Iona
Edge of the World:
Live In Europe
(Open Sky Records)
FOR FANS OF: Clannad,
Joanne Hogg, Enya
QQQQ
Progressive rock/folk
favorites, Iona, turn in
another stunning live
collection, spanning
dates in the UK and
Netherlands on
the heels of 2011’s
lauded Another
Realm studio album.
Besides boasting
eight Celtic-centered
tracks from that most
recent project, there
are plenty of past
staples across two
discs, highlighting
Joanne Hogg’s
ethereal vocals and
the band’s ambient
instrumentation.
–Andy Argyrakis
WE LIKE:
“Edge of the World”
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Brett Detar
Too Free To Live
(Independent)
FOR FANS OF:
The Avett Brothers, The
Head and The Heart,
The Civil Wars
QQQQ
When he was leading
The Juliana Theory,
Brett Detar was
considered one of
the most influential
forces in indie/altrock history but on
his own, adapts a
completely different
musical identity. On
this second individual
offering, the emotive
singer/songwriter
dives even deeper
into an acoustic,
folksy direction that’s
quickly winning an
entirely new audience
thanks to its sheer
timelessness.
–Andy Argyrakis
WE LIKE: “Satan’s Foot
On My Neck”

E n t e r ta i n m e n t

Moment Maker:
Live Your Life or
It Will Live You

man! My friends were calling me to go out; but
when I got done writing, I’d blog and do social
stuff until noon and then I was home to stay!

Author: Carlos Whittaker

Worship leader, blogger,
speaker and first-time author,
Carlos Whittaker is the
quintessential 21st-century
dad. He has a captive blog
audience. His YouTube home videos have gone
viral, and his social media savvy rivals the
best of them. In his first book, however, Carlos
focuses not on documenting and posting life
for the world to see but rather on creating the
moments that make life worth living. He shared
with CCM his moment-making method, along
with some simple tips that he and his family put
into play to get the most out of life and out of
each other.
CCM: You’ve amassed a rapt audience in the
blogosphere, along with your music fans. Why
did you decide that this was the right time to
launch into the book publishing world?
Carlos: It was four years between my two
records. I wanted to wait until the right thing
came along. I knew I had a blog audience ready
for a book, and different publishers were asking
about books on worship leading or the creative
process. But when I did a little bit of study and
looked at the most popular posts, they were
always the posts where I took a risk and made
a moment. I think it’s because people are living
vicariously through my family and me. We are
moment makers, and now I get to help the
general public make those moments.
CCM: Given that you do have a family and kids
aged 11, 10 and 7, how did you find time to
write a book?
Carlos: It was a year-long process. I can’t
believe I actually pulled this thing off! I’ve been
blogging since 2005 every day, so my writing
muscles were ready. I would get up at 4:00, work
out, then write from 5:30-9:30. I’m like an old

CCM: It seems a bit contradictory that in our
world of Facebook and Instagram, we’re actually more inclined to miss special moments.
What are some ways we can create and retain
those special moments in the pace of 2014?
Carlos: We live in a society that goes a mile
a minute. There are Twitter feeds flying by,
we’re constantly capturing Instagrams—I feel
like we’re so worried about documenting the
moments in our lives, we’re actually missing
them.
When my family gets home, everybody’s
phones go into a bag. Then, we kind of put my
moment-making method into play. Step one
is to understand why we jump into momentmaking at all. We are so concerned with
fulfilling our bucket list, but we don’t know
why. Once we start to understand why, we can
move into step two, which I call the exploration
stage. I have an alarm that goes off three times
a day to remind me to look around and capture
the ideas and moments going on right then.
Next, there’s a pausing phase. If we just pause
and let those ideas sit with us and sink in, those
moments can then begin to fill our days
with meaning.
CCM: At the end of the day, what are you
hoping people will gain from this book and new
perspective on life?
Carlos: I really want people to understand
that sometimes, you can live your life or it
will live you. You see so many people just
existing. They’re great people and have
great jobs and love their families, but they’re
exhausted. They’re missing so many moments.
I hope people can use this method and start
experiencing life in a whole new way.
–Caroline Lusk
Learn more about Carlos Whittaker
and The Moment Maker at his blog,
ragamuffinsoul.com.
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one last look

Heaven is For Real
By Caroline Lusk

When Heaven Is for Real came out, it shot to the top of the
best-seller lists. For some, it offered hope, for others peace,
and for still others, an entirely new way of looking at and
living life.” life.
The book is the true story of Colton Burpo’s experience of
dying, visiting heaven and then returning to life on earth.
Written by his father, Todd, the pages detail the people
Colton met in heaven, the things he learned, the details he
retained—all things that would have been impossible for him
to know had the heavenly encounter not been real.
Now, the story that has touched hearts around the world
has come to the big screen, starring Greg Kinnear as Todd
Burpo.” The Burpo family was intimately involved in the
screen-adaptation process.
“This is our biggest step of faith we’ve ever taken,” says
Todd Burpo. “To share our story and trust others to share
it accurately was a long road of prayer and seeing God
continuing to bring people to the project. We’re absolutely
thrilled with the outcome.”
Click here for the full interview
with Todd Burpo
Watch the official trailer here
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